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Wing systems that contain several wing surfaces are considlered. The surfaces arc arbitrarily dividled
ill thle chordwise andl spanwisc directions into panels ("boxes"). The panel load is simulated by a
horseshoe v'ortex, and the~ boundary cosidition is fulfilled onl every panel at one point. For each surface
tile vortices andl the control points are positioned onl a wing chord plane. These planes are perpendicular
to the y- or z-axis. Tile incidlence distribution or tile load distribution may P'e found from a systemn
of linear equations, when one of these distributions is giveli. The calculations canl be performed for
elastic wings, if thc elastic properties are knowni inl the formn of a deformnation matrix.

The calculation procedure has beeni programmed for anl electronic comlputor. Good correlation has
been~ obtained between the results from this !metliod and those from other lifting surface methods or
experiments.

Stockholm, October 1965

IThe work was initiated by the author inl 1060, whilc hie was employed by the Boeing Co. It has been ex-
tendled at the FFA and partly sponsored by the SAAB Cu. A similar method has been developed independently by
Rubbert, Ref. 1.
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Es werden Tragnigelsysteme betrachtet, die aus mebhreren Fliigelffichen bestehen. Die FI'ichen
werden in Profilsehncnrichtung und in Ricbtung, der Spannweitc beliebig in Felder (boxes) unter'lit.
Die Fcldbelastung wird (lurch cinen Iltife*senwirbel nacligebildet und die Randbedingungcn werden
in jedein Feld an cinem Punkt crffillt. An jeder Filiche sind (lie Wirbcl und die Aufpur?Iten auf eifler
Fll~gelselmnenfilche angeordnet. Diese F15chen stehien senkrecht zur y/- oder z-Akchse. Die Austell-
winkelverteilung oder die Lastverteilung kantz aus eincm System linearer Gleichungen gefunden wver-
den, wenn cine dieser Verteilungen gegeben ist. Die Berechnungen k~nnen ffir clastische Flgel durch-

gfiirt werden, sofern die elastischen Eigenschaften in Form einer Foriniindertingsimatrize bekaniit
sind.

Der Rechienvorgang wvurde Mair elien. Rechenautomat programmiert. Die Ergebnissc (lieser Me-
thode stinnnen gut mit jenen anderer Tragfliehenberechnungen oder Versuchien fibercin.

MtTHODE A LATTIS DE TOURBILLON POUR LE CALCUL DE CHARGES

QUASI STABLES SUR AILES DtFORMABLES ET M1INCES

-EV RI"CAME SUBSON NInLIE

par

Svi-n G. Hedman

Rt SUM t

Les syst~mes de voilure comportant plusicurs surfaces dWailes sont pris ici eni considdration. Les
surfaces sont arbitrairement divisdes longitudinalernent et transversalcnient en pantneaux. La charge dui
pnncau est simul6c par tin tourbillon lid et deux tourbillons libres et la condition liniitc est appliqude
en un point de cliaque panneau. Pour chaque surface, les tourbillons et les points de coiitr~le sont
positionn~s scion tin plan rdfdrence de l'aile. Ces plans sont perpendliculaires aux axes y on :. La di-
stribution d'incidence ou la distribution de charge peuvcnt We trouvdcs grAc It n syst~me d' quations
lin6aires At condition quc l'une des deux distributions soit donn~e. Les calc!;Js peuivent 6tre effectuds
pour des ailes d~formablcs si les propridtds d'dlasticitd sont connucs sous formec d'une niatrice dc
diforination.

Les procdds de calcul ont Wt progranitrds'pow: uine calculatricc dlectroiiique. Uiie bonne corrdlation
existe entre les rdsultats obtenus par cette indthode et ceux ootenus par d'autres miuthiodes on. des
essais.
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VORTEX LA TTIC E ME'THOD FOR CALCULATION

OF QUASI STEADY STATE LOADINGS

ON THIN ELASTIC WINGS IN SUBSONIC FLOW

hv

Sven G. Hedman

1. INTRODUCTION

In the literature a great number of meth- However, the proposition that tie -orccs
ods are available for the approximate are arranged in planes, limits !hc method
te Z:oa :ko , : . prol!cms vilh such incidences that no

in subsonic flow. Most of these methods vortex roll up exists over the leading edges,
were constructed before the arrival of the and that the trailing vortex sheets are close
automatic coinnutor, and thus the number to their original wing chord planes.
of unknowns had to be kept low. This was
accomplished by assumptions on the chord-
wise and spanwise load distributions. These 2. NOTATIONS
assumptions were well founded for a
majority of wing designs. One of these b y-coordinate of the leading edge of .....
methods was the vortex lattice method of part, 2b.,, equals span
Faulkner. However, with the electronic CD drag coefficient

computor available, the number of un- CL lift cocificient
C, rollig nioint coefficientt

knowns in a system of equations can be Cm pitching moment coefficient
permitted to rise considerably, and therefore C, local lift coefficient
the assumptions on load variations arc C,, yawing moment coefficient
unnecessary, and, as they are not always Cr side force coefficient
suitable, it is better to avoid them. c wing chord

Ti half the width of horseshoe vortexThis report Iescribes an elementary L' spanwise loading coefficient
method for load calculations. Let the P, Q, R aerodynamic influence coefficients
continuous vortex distributions, which re- p rate of roll
present the continuous loading on file lifting q dynamic pressure or rate of pitch

surfaces, e replaced by a system of d s area of wing panelseoiscrete S, matri:x of aerodynamic influence coefficients
vortices. The strengths of the vortices are a, v, to components of disturbance velocity
determined by the requirement of tangen- along xy,z-axis, respectively
lial flow in as many points, control points, V free-stream velocity
as there are vortices. The system can be x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

thoghit of as a collection of horseshoe a wing angle of attack

vortices. Each horseshoe vortex induces the
sanie flow field as anl elemiental lifting area .W'

of tie wing, a panel, does. For each wing qP.I
surface tihe vortices and the control points - m

are positioned oi a wing chord plane. , -A

Because thli panels can be laid out in
raliter arbirary patterns, the boundary con-
dition can be fulfilled on.any planforn. An ...D
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1 |Fi, where -If is Mach number 4. GEOMETRY OF THE WING
r vortex intensity PANELS
,6 wing camber
0 2q.( X -x)/Sfcf The method is not very sensitive to the

i. angle of sweep of bound vortex pattern of panels chosen to represent the
e density of air wing, except that panels behind each other
I b analoacshould be in streamwise columns. Otherwiseto cc +6 +0 -!- panel angle of attack

a control point of one panel may lie very
SUBscnIPTS close to the trailing vortex of another panel.
D control point where the induced velocity is high an(i not
V vortex representative of the average induced ve-

locities in the range between the trailing
vortices.

3. FLOW MODEL The horseshoe vortex is geometricl!-v

The lifting system may consist of several defined by the coordinates x, yj, :., h, A,
0 andl a control point b~y rD, yn). _,D, as showvnwings, or it can be the horizontal projection in rp 1.

of a complete airplane.
For the derivation of the formulas relating .h

incidence and load, the lifting surfaces will
be replaced by a number of plane quadri-
laterals or panels. Thus the planform of
the original system will be approximated |.C

by polygons, and the angle of attack distri- • LP

butions of the surfaces will be expressed
through the incidences of the plane panels. itPc-tacet po.,t chord)

The load carried by one of these panels Fig. 1. Wing divided into panels and panel with vortex.

induces a flow field that can be calculated
with the aid of a horseshoe vortex. The Rather than determining all these coor-
bound vortex will be positioned on the dinates manually, it is advisable to define
panel's quarter chord line for reasons out- the input for the calculations through the
lined in Appendix 1. The control point, major dimensions of the wing and the
where the condition of tangential flow is number of columns and rows of panels.
satisfied, will be positioned on the three The scheme in Appendix 2 may then be
quarter chord line of the panel and halfway followed for the determination of the
between that line's inboard end and out- coordinates for vortices and control points.
board end. For each wing the vortices and The slope of a panel, co, is composed of
control points will be in a representative several items. The stationary contributions
wing chord plane, perpendicular to the are the reference angle of attack, a, which
y-axis for a vertical tail and to the z-axis is assumed to have one value for the whole
for a wing. The free vortices are taken lifting system, and the camber distribution
parallel to the x-axis. or aileron deflection 6.

At every control point, the normal velocity Quasi steady contributions appear for a
induced by all the vortices must cancel the rotating airplane. Let 0 be the angular
normal component of the free stream flow. velocity of rotation around the axis x =.o,

The induced velocities are calculated ac- z = 0. At a point XD, yD, zD the normal ve-
cording to Biot-Savart's law. As the free locity due to rotation is - 6 '(D -xo). The
vortices are assumed to be parallel with corresponding load is the same as for a
the x-axis, the equations for the induced stationary surface so cambered that the
velocities will be linear in the vortex inten- normal velocity is -0'(xD -. x0). Let 0 be
sities. the panel incidence that corresponds to a
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rotation around the p'tch axis (in x = .- ), through summation over all the vortices.
and the incidence corresponding to a Let there be n of them on planes parallel
steady roll. to the x, y-plane.

0 L _(XD-XO)=. q XD -B Ii j Ptr
-V c- J-1

',J Yp y (()3) Ig 2,= , , (3)
V b J J- 1- 1

ft 
n

where j and 4 are positive for a sinking I=V, w= 2RJP,
trailing edge and a sinking starboard tip t 11

respectively. q and p are the dimensionless A cruciferm configuration may carry-load
rates of pitch andi roll resp., and b=. is on both horizontal and vertical surfaces.
the wing half span. Let n - n be the number of vertical surface

(V) vortices. To avoid introducing a further
set of equations to calculate the influence

p= b,,.V coefficients for these vortices, an x',y',:'-
coordinate system will be inserted accord-

The total panel incidence to is obtained ing to the sketch below.
through summation

Angles are positive, when dzldx < 0. y

5. AERODYNAMICS OF A SET

OF PANELS

The expression for the vortex induced
flow field is derived with the aid of Biot- z

Savart's law which implies direct applica-
tion only to incompre-ssible flow. However,
if the Prandtl-Glauert rule is accepted, the ujy [ U",pip 1
validity of the derivation can be extended
to all suberitical Mach numbers. j - I- <j<. i

Appendix 3 is a derivation of the for-,= " =Q" I'j
mulas which give the induced velocitycomonets , o w n ncopresibe fow The primed influence coefficients are ob-
components , v, IV in incompressible flow tained from Eq. (A3.), if y and - from
at a point (aD, flyD, P:D) due to a horseshoe the configuration are inserted into the
vortex strength lj at (xv, flyv, flzv). equations in the places of -z and y respec-

I uy=Pi, t tively. The total induced velocity for a
ij = QU 171(2) cruciform configuration is obtained through

Ivy rsummation over all the In vortices.

The influence coefficients P, Q, R depend on Ili 2 Po ,+ 7 PjI'j
the geometry of the 'lorseshoe vortex and i J-n+1
on the position of the downwash point vi=:E Qijrj- _F Rij rj
relative to the vortex. The coeffiients are J-i J-n+1

calculated with Eq. (A3.1). The total in- n!

duced velocity components are u, tained J 1 JP + P
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The condition of tangential flow% at. the and the lower parts values for the vertical.
control points is formfulatedu tnder tile ones-. WVithi tile :iiiove "qaio, it cambler
assumption that lte surface slope ftlw1 is (0) canl be calculatted for a wing. th'lat carries
smrall. lte loading C;, in a compressible subsonic

flow.
IV ri H~ ~ Iowever, for anl elastic winl-, lte camberIfl rt v, -F wil-a w hen the w ill- is unlo ad d

I', -~ 1','The effects of elasticity are treated it-
,-~"V.~ IV1  Appendix 4.

< i< In The loadl distribution that corresponds to
a given icience distrib~ution canl be ,-al-

P will be replaced by C, where C,, is citlated after inversion of Eq. (4).
the coefficieni for thle average pressureI
tliffezence b~etween the p~anel's lower andl{~ (5)
uipper surfaces. Tile aaofihe Iiir. e )LD~
Tpid -is 1 xo-.)

2 11 j -fthjAfter thie pressure (listrilbution is known,
C,,(inicomipr) - 2Il force and moment coefficients are easily

1O22flhz,. 2 (rD,- xvi) summed.

-', I V, j 7E. C,

The compressible flow pressure coefficient S
C, is obtained fromt Prandti-Glatuert's ruile.

I -rj I I Sj (T.e x XVI) C ,,

fflI D,av V C'f 3E'Si

Tfle tangential flow equations are then 1

written in termis of pressure coefficients .

I f. I F j

ir Fi
+n E ,j-D- 1'1 j] 1 <1

1 Q-4tIf(2xiD .r,, -Xv,)) C',1 1 >.s 1

- Og =l I QI,(XD, - X11) C11 2 b1.. s~ -iI', J-1

It n

Ini a parallel flow field of constant velocity, 2bnax 57s,
V1  V = 1T. For this condition these equia-

tions canl be reduced to a mnatrix equation. In these equations, s is the panel area

~c~=-nS[Z-~1~~ 1J~92s 1 = 41i,(-DI XV,), (9)

~' ~ LDKJ P~i LQ~-~'J xr, is the reference point for pitching and
(4) yaw 'ing moments, cror is the reference length

for the pitching moment coefficient, and
Th'le uipper parts of the commits of wo andl 2b..a,, " =total span) is the reference length
C, contain values for the horizontal surfaces for the i, Aling moment coefficient.
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For nmin - o,~ is h paws od well vortex as control point are situated onl

ilg coefficient for unit lift coefficient is of thle starboard sideC. Tile induced velociti-s
great interest. This lpaimeter is commonly arc writtena:nalogously to Eq. (2)
written (cI-cI(C-cV). where c, is tile
averwge chiord. It canl also hie dlefined as the r is'-P1)'s

relative chiange in lift due to a change InI IY )S = Q(SS) '(z)

thle dimensionless spanwise coordlinate. 14ISS = IPt) r7s)

L- A(L/q) b. T[he contrii~uiion of the port sidle vortex to
I "q A th[le velocities at [ie starboard control point

I -are thle same as the starboard side vortex
b.' .D @0 -x) Cp1  veloeity contributions in a control p~oint

L'= P-l lacedl symmetrically oin the port will-
:E ii,. (XD - XV) C9,j (except for the sign of tile y-comlponent).

-1V Th2 latter approach is chosen b~ecause it is

wher s j <I i tie inervl i core- simpler to move the control pouint than the
wher s I i th intrva in core- vortex from starboard to port will- hialf.

sJpondling to the p~anels in column 1.

From thle spanwise loading, thle Irag 1100) P P () Pi r,
coefficient is re.a(hilv obtainable. Ref. 2 Qc~P -Qsz

contains a suitab~le expression for symmnet- 1)=MPS it
rically loaded wigs.

n The influence coefficients with supeCrscript
+r Lj (ss are obtained hiorn Eq. (A3.1), and the

CCL=16 -bm f 2  - 3 ones with superscrip~t (ps) canl also be

obtained from that equation, if YD in thle
- L'.(0.0561 L+-O .7887 L3) equation is replaced lby (-gD).[~~ IL (.73L+.34 I) The total velocity components are arrived

at by summation.
14, I', L;, and 14' are the values of L' at the
spanwise stations yilb.,x = 0.9239, y~Ibm.i = Ih .3(a"+rp)p

0.7071, y3Ibm,,x=0.3827, and Y4/b.,1 =0 re-I
spectively. n

So far no restrictions of symmetry have 27g M3(P) - Qfs)) r,
b~een iflade. If the p~roblem' is symmlletric n

or antisy,,iiietric, great savings in the lug = :E 11s)' +L KP5 ) p1
amiount of computation for a given accuracy
canl be made. For planformns that are it is the number of panels onl one wing-
symmetric wvith respect to the .v, z-plaiie, hl.''eEs 7 a euelt ov
only one hialf, say thle starboard half, of synnitrie problems, if the following state-
thle configuration needls to be dlefined geo- mnent is inet:
metrically.

When thle camber dlistribution is syni- rP1, = piuis) + Plips)
metric, thle vortex intensitv 1'(1) of the j-th J QUOts - QOM5
panel of thle starboard side is the same as li ~+R 5

tevortex intensity rP of anl equally posi- ?f=M)+41
tioned! panel of the port sidle. TIhe indlucedl Let finally thle camber distribution be
velocity (due to such a panel pair is the antisyinmetric, and apply the same reas-
sim of each panel's contribution, oiling as before. It should be recognized[Let thle superscript (ss) indicate that as that r,(P) r3)
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e 1.3.

t J-1

Anfisv'mmetrie cases can then be solved
ky Eqs. (4, 5) and (8):

Aniivmmtri cae can) thenbe shed

iMW S91-10 Cz. XC[€

6. EXAM3PLES OF CALCUL-
TIONS ULftng line ----- USo.53-1

Lifting surface \Welssinger ---- 3.01 0.21
The presented method has been program- Lilting surface Multhopp 3.06 0.535

meal for SAABs computor D21. A large Lifting surface Falkner 3.19 6.532_

number of calculations has been performed. Poten tie p~ri2at mtd O 3.10 0-535

Some of them which are of general interest Votxltieprsnmthd 0 310.1

,will be discussed. Fig. 2. Loading for a delta wling. Comparison between
- Fig. 2 contains a comparison of the methods.

spanwi-,e distributions of load and center
or pressure calculated by the lifting line els. In the sixth case the spanwise division
method, by several lifting surface methods, was made in intervals of the angle -r/20,
and measured by 11alavard in an electric U =sin (,=J20), 0 < n < 10.
potential lank. The wing is a 45 ° delta wing
of aspect ratio 3. The SAAB :alculations Center

wereperorme ona moclwth fur owsof pressure
wereperormd ona mdelwithfou roslimber Number Lift curve- . .

of panels distributed over the chord and Case of rows of columns slope x-coord y-coord
with 10 columns on the half span. 'Material
for the comparison is taken from Refs. 3 1 1 5 3.20 0.531 0.437

andi 4. The table in the figure shows the 2 '2 5 3.20 0.536 0.436
integrated values, lift coefficient and total 3 4 5 3.20 0.538 0.436

chordwise center of pressure. The agree- 4 8 5 3.20 0.539 0.435
5 4 I0 3.14 0.534 0.429ment is good. 6 4 10 3.17 0.534 0.428

To investigate how much the panel pat-
tern influences the calculated values of lift All values are uthin 2 % of one another.

coefficient an cente r of pressure several
patterns have been chosen as input for this Measured and calculat3d loadings are
particular delta wing. In all caseLo the chords ,pared in Fig. 3 for a delta wing con-
were divided into equal rows of pantes, hguration in a 1=0.7 air stream. In the
ani in thfve first cases the half span was calculations the body was not considered.
divided into equally wide columns of pan- Instead the exterior wing was extended to
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002

03

o 45~b~~ 005

I~ - CALCULATION
Fig. 3. Measured and calculated loading ona delta wing at 31-0.7.

the plane of symmetry. The loading at
q=0.17 is overestimated by the theory.

V I ~ For the rest of the wing the narenient
1&.bletween measurements and calcula*,,ons is

ci CW M better. However, this agrceenent deteriorates
I ~ with increasing spanwise coordinate and

incidence. This discrepancy is due to the

increasing strengthi of the free vortex over
The flow conditions outside the wing

chiordI planes can also be dletermined. The

0 calculated (data are showns togethier with
experimental ones in Fig. 4. From the

0006 experiments reported by Alford in Ref. 5,
* 0OjL~_~ itle effect of 8&2*an-ie of attack was ob-

____W __ tamned bv utatn values for zero angle
'Ic -s' S I 3'[ ofattack from values for 8.20. The com-

1-4parison is limited to one line y =3b/4;

z 0.15,weebi the wving semnispan,
~~J0 ~ 0 TEST REFS pit

- CALCULATIOS and c is the local chord. In ponsalong
Fig. -. Measuredl and calculated conditions away from this line the disturbance velocities n, ty and
the surface of a swept. wing at 8.20 angle of attack. iv were calculated. Thecy are shown in the
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SLPs-z4 thrust coefficient based on free stream ye-
. .- .... locitv and win- area. It appears that a good

________REFERENCES

of arbitrary wings by a non-planar vorte~x
lattice method. The Boeing Co. flepori

-- rs FUS Ci- 3D6-9244 (1962).: ___ 4:L <~ 5~~ AA2. DrYOUNG, J., HinrEn, C. NY.: Theoretical
symmetric span loading at. subsonic Epeeds

V for wings having arbitrary plan form.
_____________Y XmC Rep. 921 (1948).

~ 3. 3lut;Tozp, Hi.: Metbails .or calculating thc
IV A-& lift, 4!rtrU bution of wings (Subsonic lifting-

Fz - 5 Mesurd ad clcuatd lft oefic~aisfura urface theory). Acro. Res. Counc., R &'L 31
hg. . Masucd fldcalulatd llt oe~~z~siu a S<U (1955).

wing in a propeller slipstrt= .at IW) angle of attack. 41. KuLiJCoWs-xI, L. J., UASKELL, R. N.: Solu-
tion of subsonic nonplanar lifting surface
problems by oloa-ns of high-speed digital

graphs as a local dlynanic pressure qlq.cpuesJ.ArjaeS.,ol ,

sideashangl r*an~ldowwashange e. No. 2 (February, 1961j, pp. 103-112, 176.
All the- How characteristics arc well pre- 5. ALFonD, WV. J., JR.: Theoreilcal and exper-
(licted by the calculations except, curiousks, mental investigation of the subsonic-flow
the upwash angle under the wing. i~:bnahsetaduset igwith tables of vortex-induced velocities.

Finally. omne example with a wing in the NC X33 15)
slip stream of a propeller will lie shown. 6. Kumzx, R. E., DwLwmtI, J. W.: An investiga-
The experimental data are taken from Ref. tion of a wing-propeller configuration em-

6. The approximate layout of the wing and ploying iarge-chord plain flaps and largein ig 5 Th pne diameter propellers for low-speed flight andpropeller appears inrg .Tepnl vertical take-off. INACA TN .307 (1954).
pattern is chosen such that sonic panels
arc completely contained inside the slip-
stream at a thrust coefficient C. = 6.14 and
the other panels are exterior to the slip- APPENDIX 1
stream. The wing and propeller axis form
an angle ac to the free stream (direction, a LOCATION OF VORTICES AND
flap covering all the trailing edge is (le- CNRLPIT
flected an angle 6. The boundary condition

isflild napae aalltotefe In the two-dimensional case the vortices
stream velocity V. I' is the propeler slip- a~ oto onscnb olctdo
stream velocity. For a panel si-uated in the stagtarolcodthttevre atc

slipstrem te prpeler'sdowwashis gives the same lift and pitching nmoment as
considered, and only the vector IV is con- thnarolheydes
tributed by the vortex system. For small Let the chord be dlividedl into r equal
angles IV becomes parts, and let the vortex he placed a distance

times the part chord from its leading edge
IV= (cc + Wi)(a- 1 ,) - airP and the control point a distance n~ tizaes

Fig. 5 also contains a chart that showvs tCie part chord behind the vortex. The
CL(b, C;.) for ac= 150, C . is the propeller followving figure applies to the i-th part.
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,M After identification of the two equations
I-_-___"_for L and 31 respectively, 7i and can be

I. I .- solved.

rr

The x-coordinate for the i-th control point + [ij {

is Xr.
The inversions have only been performed

X,. 1for r =2,3.
r

Thej-th vortex is positioned in xv. r=2;-

xx=.s+, G r=3;

The veiocity induced at xD, due to the vorlex 1) 1 2)at Xr, is woj.  "-4 - 1)_(-)+2 )

n J= 'c (i -j .7) 4

The distribution of induced velocities is W-01)2.-2

relaiid to the vortex distribution by a set
of linear equations. 'i - 2)

1W) r. {r (l )- 2) _n(f- 1)(n-2)
42r 2 V

Jnsert this equation into the equation for the )- 1)(f-4)

total lift of the airfoii. L 4

I [I The solutions for ?i and are

Likewise an expression for the moment is
obtained if r = 1, 2, 3. These I- and -values numer-

ically satisfy Eq. (A 1.1) for useful values

•or2 cj, - of r.
The same vortex and control point posi-

ions, i.e. ( = J-, t, = , have been chosen
x [.] also for the three-dimensional case. Calcu-

'J~f -771lations with different panel patterns for one

wing planform have given very consistent
From thin air;oil theory the lift and values of lift coefficient and center of pres-

moment are known. sure, which is shown in the table on P. 10

L p V2-c 2.wl' and in Fig. 2. The suggested locations are
therefore thought to be very useful approxi-

11 = L. c/4 Mations.
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APPENDIX 2 h

DIVISION OF THE LIFTING +
SURFACE INTO PANELS _______

Let the real planform be approximated
with a number of trapezoids. In Fig. A2.1 (Lect

~~~F~II~cI P=41
three trapezoidal wine- parts represent star- Y.-i-

board hai of thc win&. The parts arc Jdefined bv the coordinates a, b, c. Each
wing Pani is dilvidled i ibe ICSpanwiSe and Fg. A422 wing panel with hdrscshoe vortex and con-

chordwise direction to form q columns and trot poinL

r rows of panels.
Figc. A2.1 sho%,%s that the interval bk < y < The following set of equations can be

b.., is divided at stations y = ct.l. andl that used for obtaining the quantities that speciify
the chordwise dlivision is made by straight the vortices Xr. Yr. hi, ;. and the control
lines between the points (q, - d4 .- ck, b,,) points xD, lID from the quantities that deter-
and (a k41+_.dkI. *c. bk ,). In this way the mine the panels a, b, c. d, and e. Fig. A2.2
wing parts are divided into wing panels. illustrates the variables for vortices and

It is convenient to have the panels mni- control points.
bered. The following system may be used.
Panel number I is the panel in the first YYC~zc.~~
wing part's first column and first row. r..= at +ck -( 3 dk dk.. )I 4 + (yr - b,).tla
Number 2 stands for the panel in the first X~k'C-d.- d..11
column and second row, and so on. r X=kC.d.dr~iI
becomes the number of the panel in the + Ik+1* (dk+.. + 3 dk-.. 1)
last row. The first panel in the second k-d.*3k.1)4 a1-j
column has number r+ -I. The last panelckd.:3dzII)4alal
of the first wing part is 9r. The numbers for x(yr-bk)I(bj,..bk)
the other wing parts follow after qr. The I e., kr
number i of a panel is obtained from its h(k,.-k,1
location in the wing part k, panel column I.k..+11
and panel row m -c,( 3d.k. +d'k .,j)14

k-1
i=ni+(l- l)rk+ (1 ,1r, + 0 k~l - akI(bk.1 - bk)

where q, and .-I are the Otal number of
columns and rows, respei.tively, for wing, APPENDIX 3
partj THE INFLUENCE COEFFI-

CIENTS P, Q, R

bk The horseshoe vortex is positioned in a
plane z = const. wvith fie bound vortex

trailing vortices parallel to the x-axis. The

geometry is obtaine~l from the real wing in
a Maclh number 3f air stream through a
Prandtl.Glaucrt transformiation, that is the
y and zcoordinates are mnultiplied by

Fig. A2.1. Wing parts and panels. fi i- 2 .
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This determines the point of intercept S

s~~~~.A P- +ft-+(Dy~

N.-2 r PY, + flA. Ig"P+(XD -Xr)[19P

N t92 +

It's -will denoic the velocity induced in

rCos;. Cos F,)

horseshoe vortex of intensity r and w'ithi cos7<O o0Iy-
the geom~etry- defined by the coordinates
(x-, Pyr, ftzr) and the dimensions Plh and IL COS MI = -r + E -* - z:__
will be calculated bv Biot-Savart's law.RI

The bound vortex forms part of the line cosrp<O for ?I>yv*lI

tgpf.(y-yr = -x~, z= f~r.cosrp> 0 for 71<y,-+hI
L A straight line vortex induces velocities that-(S' +fQ Y 2

lay in planes normal to the vortex. The in-
duced velocity in a point P is also normal B =P-ij -U,+ h)

tthe straighlt line, which connects P and c = -. +ffPitgjsI'

the vortex. Fig-. A 3.2 shows the line vortex
btenQ and R and the ind~uced velocity

vector in P. PS is the line through P normal E = Xi. + #111tgp
to the vortex. P'S is the projection of th--i Z = p.I - D
line on the plane z= pz,%. The equation for

P's isThe disturb~ance velocity W~r is resolvedl
-fl.y-y~Itg =~-X~into its components along the coordinate

axis iz8 , vi, W8B

PYV~lI phW D -IFsinzcosL

R IVB IV COS E

P ~Sin C=

-A cose>O for rD>$

V'A2zz cos8<O for rD<

p(Z'- - aThe port free vortex, andl the velocity vec-

PZV jr IVP induced A P are shown in Fig. A 3.3.

1"= r1' +cos-,
Fig. A 3.2. The bound vortex. 4P ' l'G2 + Z2
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The components of 117 along the axis are
us, vs, and ups.

y i's= 11Vssinz
1\ V IS=- WSCOST

'\.\Nr-,o
siT z

l'P

COS T

Flg. -3.3. Port free vortex ]-+Li

H The complete horseshoe vortex causes a
COS -- |11,__ =+_1- disturbance velocity with the components

il, it, I0
G'-(yD-y.+ h) , us

It=X-Xr,-fh tg+ l I+Pp+0

The components of velocities alovg the
coordinate axis are up, ov, and w.

up 0 U=- P cos7-- coszcos!I =prua,= u= 4r .47-+Z2"

o e -- - 1 ps i n r r1 [ c o s + C O S t T O;-.t s

nip =- ,cosr vU . - r sin u -

sicr= z Cosa+1] Z=QI (AM)If ----.- F- z2 q A3

cs G P [cos7+costp 1 +CosGc=o-sr= 
- ---

-s rl4-V L - .4-G z

The velocities 11's due to the starboard cOsa+1 Rl
free vorlex are obtained similarly. 1- + J =

The rule of signs for the first term in w
a is: use minus when .c > , use plus when

y ir <o r

APPENDIX 4
P r ws  EFFECT OF WING ELASTICITY

Eq. (4) yields the distribution of angle
Fig. A3.4. Starboard frec vortex. of attack that corresponds to a given load-

in-. The obtained angles for the loaded
' Pcos+ wing, (OQ, are the sane, whether the wing

4= I/]f-.Z7- is rigid or elastic. However, when the elastic
j wing is unloaded, it will in general change

Cosa=1/-2-+J+Z2  its shape. The corresponding change in
streamwise angle will be denoted Ao. It is

I = fl(yv + h- !y!) often of interest to know the distribution

J=XD-XV-lhtg1t of angle of attack for the unloaded elastic
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win ct, Mostly &), is the input for the unloaded win- angle of attack distribution
calculation of the loading of an elastic win.

(()l t- + f Awl co f +~f 4f-D4 h_ jfsa-i {Q
LL \J ' L \J J

The angle of deformation is obtained (A 4.1)[ from a deformation matrix [D] of the struc-
ture and the load vector {1} for the de- The loaded wing angle of attack distribution
formned wing is obtained fre-i Eq. (A4.1)

The load = IDI{I} L q- [D \hlr11
Th odvector is found from Eqs. (5) awlI 1j]+rL 1 j1JC~

(9). (A 4.2)

-= * L~ ~[SlV']Q Inserting Eq. (A4.2) into Eq. (5) gives an
equation for calculation of loadings for

A combination of these equations gives the elastic wings.


